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Lexical semantic ambiguity remains a major problem in natural language
processing (NLP). Word sense disambiguation (WSD) refers to the resolution
of lexical semantic ambiguity and its goal is to attribute the correct sense(s)
to words in a given context.
In our opinion, there are many uses for WSD (even though they are
not uncontested, as recent discussions on the Senseval mailing list show).
Accurate disambiguation of word senses is important for e.g. machine trans-
lation (MT) and information retrieval (IR). For MT applications, disambig-
uating the sense of a source language word is crucial for accurately selecting
its translation equivalent in the target language. The English drug for ex-
ample can either have the sense of ‘medicine’ (that has been prescribed by a
doctor) and is translated to the Dutch word medicijn, or it can mean ‘dope’
(an illegal substance like heroin) which has the Dutch translation drugs. In
order to be able to correctly translate a text containing drug, we first need
to know which sense is intended before we proceed to finding a translation.
Similarly, IR benefits from WSD (if it is accurate enough): the ortho-
graphic representation of a word conflates a number of senses of a word,
many of which may be irrelevant in the context of a specific query. For
instance, the orthographic form party subsumes both the ‘social gathering’
sense and the ‘political organization’ sense whereas the user is only interested
in one of the two meanings and, consequently, only needs to retrieve docu-
ments associated with that particular meaning and not the other. Hence
retrieval engines are faced with the hard problem of retrieving documents
which contain the relevant sense of the word while filtering out documents
with senses irrelevant to the query.
In general, the extent of disambiguation required is dependent on the ap-
plication. For example, in an MT application, a word may have two senses
when dealing with one pair of languages, while it may be redundant to dis-
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criminate the senses when dealing with a different pair of languages. For
instance the Dutch word berg can either mean mountain or heap in English,
whereas both meanings are translated to one word, Berg, in German. In
other cases, it may be enough to distinguish between coarse-grained senses
of selected words, thus considering a restricted version of the WSD problem.
We will come back to the granularity of sense distinctions in section 2.1.
Even though word sense disambiguation is concerned with the attribution
of semantic distinctions namely the meanings of words, syntactic ambiguity
also comes into play, such as ambiguity with regard to the syntactic class of
a given ambiguous word or with regard to the entire sentence containing an
ambiguous word. We will therefore not focus on the difference between (lex-
ical) semantic and syntactic ambiguity, but will concentrate on attributing
the correct sense to an ambiguous word given a predefined list of meanings
using whatever source of knowledge is useful.
We will first proceed with a discussion of the problem we are trying to
solve, the definition of word senses and sense inventories in the context of
WSD (section 2.1). This introduction into WSD will be followed by an over-
view of (a selection of) previous work done in the field of WSD, attempting a
division according to the approach used, on the one hand (section 2.2), and
according to the information sources used by the different methods, on the
other hand (section 2.3). By approach or strategy we refer to the primary
resource used to extract information about the different senses of words, in
contrast to information sources which refer to the type of knowledge used to
find the correct senses. Next, we talk about the problem of evaluation and
the Senseval evaluation exercises for WSD (section 2.4). A description of
the general approach adopted in the present thesis in section 2.5 will conclude
chapter 2.
2.1 Defining Word Senses
The phenomenon of lexical ambiguity is traditionally subdivided into poly-
semy and homonymy. Polysemy refers to one word having several related
meanings (e.g. line meaning ‘thread’, ‘row’, ‘course of conduct’, etc.) whereas
homonymy describes the fact that two words have the same lexical form, but
different etymologies and unrelated meanings (e.g. bank—‘financial institu-
tion’ versus ‘river bank’).
Early disambiguation strategies, e.g. Hirst (1987), assumed that domain-
priming in the different senses of homonyms is strong enough to make dis-
ambiguation easy, therefore focusing more on polysemy. This strategy can
be useful when applied to terminology in specialized domains, but is most
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probably not sufficient for words with more common senses in everyday lan-
guage utterances (demonstrated in various papers contained in Pustejovsky
and Boguraev (1996)). It can be the case, however, that the contexts of
homonyms have more discriminatory power than the contexts of polysemes
(as argued in the introduction of Ravin and Leacock (2000)). Most cur-
rent research in WSD treats both kinds of lexical ambiguity, homonymy and
polysemy, without drawing a (clear) line between the two phenomena.
One of the most difficult issues in applied lexical semantics is the definition
of word senses. In dictionaries, each word is listed with a number of discrete
senses and subsenses, possibly different from dictionary to dictionary. But
the assumption of a finite number of discrete senses is quite problematic
for natural languages. Often the various senses are actually related to one
another and it is unclear where to draw a line between them. Kilgarriff
(1997) takes a rather radical position with regard to this issue stating that
word senses do not exist as such, but only relative to a task. His proposition
is to use corpus citations as basic objects in an ontology. These citations
can then be clustered into “senses” according to the purpose for which they
are needed. Kilgarriff’s conclusion remains that he does not believe in word
senses.
“The point of departure for most work on word sense disambig-
uation is the multiple lexical entry view [...]: a lexical item is
associated with discrete senses identified in advance, and the job
of the disambiguation module is to select one of these senses as
the meaning intended by the use of a particular word in a partic-
ular context. This approach is therefore subject to the criticisms
of inadequacy put forth above, in that it ignores potential contex-
tual influences on the precise sense a use of a word has—context
can only influence the selection of a sense, not the determination
of a sense.” (Verspoor, 1997, p. 225)
Instead of assuming an a priori established set of senses which exists in-
dependent of context, a generative lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995) could provide
a different approach to the concept of word sense. In this approach a sense
remains underspecified until context is taken into account and its representa-
tion is dependent on the discourse in which a word is found. Little attention
has been paid so far to this potential refuge from the difficulties of determ-
ining an adequate and appropriate set of senses for WSD. We will therefore
assume a priori senses nonetheless.
There is also a linguistic notion, i.e. that meanings should be recognized
to be distinct whenever some linguistic process can be shown to be sensitive
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to the distinction (Zwicky and Sadock, 1975). Nerbonne (1993) suggested
that quantification and anaphora are appropriate phenomena for common
noun phrase meanings. Thus “two parties” must refer to two entities of
the same type, never one social gathering and one political group. Similarly
“Smith shunned one party only to be overtaken by another” must refer to two
entities of the same type. But even if this notion is linguistically plausible,
there are no lexica which have been compiled using these principles.
The first step involved in the task of WSD is the determination of different
senses for all words in the text to be disambiguated, the sense inventory. The
determination of senses can either be exhaustive, i.e. all possible meanings
of a given word are identified, or tuned to the particular domain of the text
under consideration. Most recent work in WSD relies on predefined senses
consisting of either dictionary senses, a group of features or categories (as in
a thesaurus), or translations from other languages.
All sense inventories have potential flaws. The major problem with a
translingual definition of senses is mutual ambiguity in both (all) languages,
i.e. that the word pairs are ambiguous in the source and target language,
and limited coverage of (minor) senses. Thesaurus categories only provide a
rather coarse-grained distinction because the categories correspond to general
conceptual classes, such as animal or body, which only provide very broad
senses. Also, words in very general categories will not easily be disambigu-
ated because they usually have many closely related senses that will not be
captured by the thesaurus categories. Even though dictionary or ontology
listings have been used most extensively, they nevertheless present several
problems, too. Since the information contained as well as the structure of
the dictionaries vary in many degrees, tasks using different sense inventories
cannot be compared. Obviously, it is very difficult to decide on which rep-
resentation should count as ultimate standard, and it is even questionable
whether any such standard should be chosen and set for all applications.
Even so, we will be working with a predefined sense inventory consisting of
the sense labels contained in the data used and compiled on the basis of a
dictionary.
Another difficulty researchers face is the granularity of sense distinctions
that needs to be taken into account. One might expect the major distinctions
between word senses to overlap in most dictionaries which would favor a
coarse-grained sense inventory in order to make results more comparable.
Depending on the application, however, this level of sense distinction might
not be detailed enough. In that case, the more fine-grained distinctions also
need to be included in the inventory in order to be able to distinguish senses
on a more detailed level.
Resnik and Yarowsky (1999) propose to restrict a word sense inventory
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to “distinctions that are typically lexicalized cross-linguistically” (p. 122).
In their view, this approach is situated in the middle between distinguishing
only homographs within one language (a very coarse-grained distinction) and
trying to capture all fine-grained distinctions made in monolingual diction-
aries. The basic idea is to define a set of target languages and dictionaries
and then require every sense distinction to be realized lexically in a min-
imum number of these languages. To our knowledge, this definition of a
sense inventory has not been taken up by the WSD community.
The sense inventory for the Dutch data used in this thesis has been com-
piled in a different way. The data originates from a sociolinguistic research
project which investigated the active vocabulary of children between 4 and 12
in the Netherlands (Schrooten and Vermeer, 1994). For this purpose, a real-
istic word list containing the most common words used at elementary school
was put together on the basis of 102 illustrated children books and a basic
dictionary of Dutch (Van Dale, 1996). The sense inventory is non-hierarchical
(in contrast to inventories extracted from dictionaries or ontologies) and has
been chosen by the project leaders on the basis of the Dutch dictionary.
2.2 Approaches
With regard to the approaches or strategies employed, there are three ways to
approach the problem of assigning the correct sense(s) to ambiguous words in
context: a knowledge-based approach, which uses an explicit lexicon (machine
readable dictionary (MRD), thesaurus) or ontology (e.g. WordNet), corpus-
based disambiguation, where the relevant information about word senses is
gathered from training on a large corpus, or, as a third alternative, a hybrid
approach combining aspects of both of the aforementioned methodologies
(based on Agirre and Mart´ınez (2001) and Ide and Ve´ronis (1998)).
2.2.1 Knowledge-Based Approaches
WSD systems building on the information contained in MRDs use the avail-
able material in various ways. Lesk (1986) was the first to use dictionary
definitions to disambiguate ambiguous words. To automatically decide which
sense of a word is intended, he counts overlapping content words in the sense
definitions of the ambiguous word and in the definitions of context words oc-
curring nearby. The by now classic example mentioned by Lesk is the word
cone which can either mean ‘pine cone’ or ‘ice cream cone’. Suppose that the
word preceding cone in a given sentence is pine. If we compare the dictionary
definitions of pine and cone, we find an overlap between the two definitions
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(marked in bold):
• Pine: kind of evergreen tree
• Cone: fruit of a certain evergreen tree
So if pine occurs in the same context as cone, we can decide by counting
definition overlaps that cone is used in the sense of ‘pine cone’ in that occur-
rence.
Computing every combination of senses using Lesk’s idea and seeking the
optimal combination with respect to mutual overlap in entry content words,
however, is computationally very expensive because of the huge amount of
data that needs to be compared. The introduction of simulated annealing in
NLP (Cowie et al., 1992) made the approach practically feasible: rather than
computing the definition overlap for all possible combinations of senses, the
simulated annealing optimization algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953) identi-
fies an approximate solution. Using the Longman Dictionary of Contempor-
ary English (LDOCE) (Procter, 1978) and simulated annealing, Cowie et al.
correctly disambiguated 47% of words to the sense level. When choosing a
certain sense, a simple count of the number of tokens in common between
all the definitions for a given choice of senses was used. But this method
prefers longer definitions because more words can contribute to the overlap.
Stevenson and Wilks (2001) alternately compute the overlap by normalizing
the contribution of a word to the overlap count by the number of words of
the definition that contained the overlapping word. A different extension of
Lesk’s algorithm is described in Pedersen and Banerjee (2002). Instead of
using a standard dictionary as the source of definitions, they employ glosses1
contained in WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998; Miller et al., 1990), a lexical data-
base for English which we will explain in more detail later in this section.
Their algorithm also exploits the hierarchy of semantic relations contained
in the ontology.
Certain dictionaries, such as e.g. LDOCE, contain additional information
which can be used for disambiguation. Besides using simulated annealing
on the basis of the dictionary definitions, Stevenson and Wilks (2001) integ-
rate information on pragmatic codes and selectional restrictions contained in
LDOCE into their dictionary-based WSD system.
The major problem with using MRDs is that dictionaries are created for
human use, and due to inconsistencies (a well-known problem among lex-
icographers, cf. Kilgarriff (1994)), automatic extraction of large knowledge-
1In contrast to dictionary definitions, glosses are examples of the usage of a particular
word either gathered from corpora or constructed artificially.
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bases from MRDs has not fully been achieved so far.2 Regardless of these
shortcomings, MRDs are widely used in WSD for English and provide a
ready-made source of information about word senses. Unfortunately, for
Dutch no such source of information is available.
Thesauri, on the other hand, have not been used extensively, but seem
nevertheless to be applicable to WSD (Gale et al., 1992d; Yarowsky, 1992),
albeit only for coarse-grained sense distinctions. In Yarowsky (1992), the
sense of a word is defined as its category in Roget’s International Thesaurus
(Chapman, 1977). These categories correspond to conceptual classes, such as
for example animal or tool for the ambiguous word crane.3 Since different
word senses tend to belong to different classes and these classes, in turn,
tend to appear in recognizably different contexts, sense disambiguation (i.e.
listing a category in this particular setting) can be achieved by identifying
salient words in the context, determining weights for them and then using
these weights to predict the appropriate category of a new word. As with
many early WSD algorithms, Yarowsky’s thesaurus-based algorithm has only
been evaluated on 12 words. On this task, though, his approach achieves an
accuracy of 92% which is higher than that of all the other systems the results
are being compared to.
Lately, the use of WordNet as an ontology for WSD has become increas-
ingly popular. WordNet includes various potential sources of information,
such as definitions and glosses of word senses, synsets which subsume syn-
onyms representing a single lexical concept and are organized in a conceptual
hierarchy, semantic relations (hyponymy and hyperonymy, antonymy, mer-
onymy) between words/synsets. The fact that WordNet provides the broad-
est set of lexical information in a single resource is one of the reasons for
its wide-spread use. Another important characteristic is that it is the first
broad-coverage lexical resource that is freely and widely available. WordNet
has its limitations as well: its fine-grained sense distinctions and the irregu-
lar and varying relative granularity pose a problem often cited in literature.
WordNet’s sense division and lexical relations have nonetheless become a
standard for English WSD.
A WordNet for Dutch has been built in the context of the EuroWordNet
project (Vossen, 1998).4 Unfortunately, the Dutch WordNet contains less
information than its English counterpart. There are no glosses included to
2There has been some work on extracting large knowledge bases from MRDs, e.g. in
the ACQUILEX project (http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/Research/NL/acquilex/), as well
as on the automatic extraction of subcategorization lexicons (e.g. Gahl (1998)).
3Example taken from Yarowsky (1992).
4More extensive information on this project can be found at http://www.illc.uva.
nl/EuroWordNet.
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provide examples of the usage of a given sense of a word and certain semantic
relations, e.g. antonyms, are barely annotated in the database. Moreover, it
has not been used to annotate WSD data for Dutch.
The English WordNet has been applied in various ways in WSD. Leacock
et al. (1998) employ WordNet to counter data sparseness. They test auto-
matically acquired training examples for a noun (line), a verb (serve) and an
adjective (hard) with a statistical classifier and evaluate the test results in
comparison to manually tagged training examples. WordNet’s lexical rela-
tions are used to locate the training examples in a text corpus. By identifying
unambiguous words (i.e. words with only one sense) that stand in a (direct)
relation to an ambiguous word (synset, parent or daughter node), annotated
corpora can be built for all senses for which an unambiguous counterpart
could be found. Leacock et al. use the example of the noun suit to illustrate
the technique: one sense of it has business suit as unambiguous daughter
and another sense has legal proceedings as a parent. By collecting instances
containing these nouns, automatically extracted training corpora for these
two senses of suit can be used to train a statistical classifier. If, however,
a certain sense of suit does not have an unambiguous correlate among its
direct relations, no training material can be acquired.
Hawkins (1999) learns contextual scores from higher level nodes in the
WordNet hierarchy to disambiguate all words in a given sentence. His WSD
system works with frequency and contextual information that is based on
WordNet. Frequency information is used to measure the likelihood of each
possible sense appearing in the text. Contextual information is based on the
WordNet hierarchy and corresponds to learning contextual scores between
nodes in the hierarchy. A contextual matrix of high-level concepts in Word-
Net is computed and stored along with the contextual matrix scores between
all nodes contained in the matrix. The contextual score is different from
semantic distance in that it aims to represent the “likelihood of two concepts
appearing in the same sentence”. In contrast, semantic distance represents
the extent to which two concepts are semantically similar based on a lexical
hierarchy.
The algorithm itself iteratively learns the contextual scores from the train-
ing data and and tests them on the validation data. If the correct sense has
not been assigned, the scores are adapted depending on which context senses
were responsible for the misclassification. The changes become less with
every iteration (in a way similar to simulated annealing). The two know-
ledge sources are then combined by additive weights. Frequency information
provides fine-grained evidence as it operates at the sense level. The contex-
tual information, on the other hand, provides more coarse-grained evidence
by working above word level.
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Since the algorithm aims at disambiguating all ambiguous words in a
sentence, interdependencies between sense choices need to be considered.
Hawkins chose to eliminate senses considering the scores at word level (fre-
quency information) and the contribution of each sense to the best overall
score for the sentence. The system was evaluated on SemCor with reasonable
results. Hawkins and Nettleton (2000) present the same system, but tested
on the English Senseval-1 data and with clue words added as a third source
of knowledge. These clue words consist of manually identified context words
that identify fixed or idiomatic expressions.
WordNet has also variously been used to determine the semantic distance
between senses. Agirre and Rigau (1996) employ WordNet to determine the
conceptual distance among concepts for the disambiguation of nouns whereas
Mihalcea and Moldovan (1999) exploit semantic density and WordNet glosses
in an all words design. Other approaches using an ontology include Agirre
and Mart´ınez (2000), Agirre and Rigau (1996), Haynes (2001), Lin (1997),
and Lin (2000). Also, a combination of MRDs and WordNet has been tried
with success (Litkowski, 2000, 2001; Mihalcea and Moldovan, 1998).
2.2.2 Corpus-Based Approaches
A corpus-based approach extracts information on word senses from a large
annotated data collection, a so called sense-tagged corpus. The possible
means used to attribute senses to ambiguous words are then distributional
information, context, and further knowledge that has either been annotated
in the corpus or added during pre-processing. Distributional information
about an ambiguous word refers to the frequency distribution of its senses.
Context is composed of the words found to the right and/or the left of a
certain word, thus collocational or co-occurrence information.5 Additional
knowledge sources can be exploited, such as lemmas, part-of-speech (PoS),
syntactic annotations, etc. (see section 2.3). Examples of corpus-based sys-
tems are plentiful (see e.g. Agirre and Mart´ınez (2000), Ng and Lee (1996),
and Yarowsky (1993)) because performance is usually very accurate and more
sense-tagged material is (slowly) becoming available in the context of com-
mon evaluation exercises (see section 2.4).
The major difficulty of a corpus-based approach, however, remains the
data acquisition bottleneck (Gale et al., 1992b; Ng, 1997): raw corpora do
not indicate which sense is applicable for a word in a given context. In order
5This term should not be confused with “collocations” or “idiomatic expressions” which
denote lexically fixed expressions with a non-compositional meaning, e.g. kick the bucket
‘to die’. Collocational information is literally the information that is “co-located” around
the ambiguous word.
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to be able to use corpora as an information resource for WSD, they have to
be annotated with word senses and this process is very labor intensive. So
far, there has not been a lot of sense-tagged material made publicly available,
especially for languages other than English. So, one approach to solve the
problem (and also the predominant one) has been to manually sense-tag
corpora using a given sense inventory, e.g. (Euro)WordNet hierarchies or
dictionary sense listings. Another, less time consuming, possibility is the
application of less data-intensive (with respect to annotated data) approaches
to WSD, such as bootstrapping or unsupervised techniques (although for
evaluation sense-tagged data is still needed, see section 2.4).
There are two possible approaches to corpus-based WSD systems: super-
vised and unsupervised WSD. Supervised approaches use annotated training
data and basically amount to a classification task. During training on a dis-
ambiguated corpus, information about context words and other knowledge
sources included in the system as well as distributional information about
the different senses of an ambiguous word are collected. In the testing phase,
the sense with the highest probability or similarity computed on the basis
of the training data is chosen. Training and evaluating such an algorithm
presupposes the existence of sense-tagged corpora.
Depending on the machine learning (ML) algorithm used, corpus-based
supervised WSD systems can roughly be classified into exemplar-based, rule-
based, or probabilistic approaches. In an exemplar-based paradigm, the k-
nearest neighbor technique has been employed most (Dini et al., 2000; Fujii,
1998; Federici et al., 1999; Ng and Lee, 1996), also for Dutch (Hendrickx
et al., 2002; Hoste et al., 2002a; Veenstra et al., 2000). The basic intuition
behind the systems based on this method is that, because of the distribution
of linguistic events with many hapaxes and low-frequency events, all inform-
ation needs to be taken into account and other learning algorithms are at a
disadvantage because they prune training examples that may be useful mod-
els to extrapolate from (Daelemans et al., 1999). Therefore, all instances
encountered during training are stored in a database and test instances are
disambiguated by extrapolating the class of the nearest neighbors contained
in the database.
Rule-based approaches (Li et al., 1995; Mart´ınez et al., 2002; Pedersen,
2002; Yarowsky, 2000) use algorithms, e.g. decision lists, which search for
discriminatory features in the training data and build an ordered set of rules
on the basis of the discriminatory power of these features. The rules are then
applied to the test instances.
A third technique is the use of different probabilistic classifiers. Despite
its relative simplicity, naive Bayes has been frequently applied in WSD with
good results (Chodorow et al., 2000; Gale et al., 1992d; Leacock et al., 1998;
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Pedersen, 2000). Various sorts of log-linear models have also been introduced
(Bruce and Wiebe, 1994; Pedersen and Bruce, 1997b; Pedersen et al., 1997;
Pedersen, 1998) with success. Lately, combining various probabilistic classi-
fiers has been tested in order to reach better results (Escudero et al., 2000a;
Florian et al., 2002; Hoste et al., 2002b; Klein et al., 2002).
Unsupervised algorithms, on the other hand, are applied to raw text ma-
terial and annotated data is only needed for evaluation. They correspond to a
clustering task rather than a classification (or sense tagging) task. Sense tag-
ging is not possible in a completely unsupervised way since it requires that
some characterization of the senses be provided. Disambiguation as sense
discrimination can be achieved through unsupervised clustering: cluster the
contexts of an ambiguous word into a number of groups and discriminate
between them without labeling them (Pedersen and Bruce, 1997a; Schu¨tze,
1998). A clear disadvantage is that, so far, the performance of unsupervised
systems lies a lot lower than that of supervised systems (see e.g. Escudero
et al. (2000b) for a comparison).
Bootstrapping can be seen as a middle way between using no annotated
data at all and using only annotated data. Bootstrapping means that a small
corpus is sense-tagged by hand and statistical information is extracted from
the context of these occurrences. Iteratively, large amounts of unlabeled data
are then labeled using this information, and the new correctly labeled data
is in turn used as input to collect statistical information. In this way, labeled
data can be acquired quickly and incrementally. Its quality is assured through
hand-correction (which is a lot less time-consuming than hand-labeling all
the data). This method has been applied to WSD with good results (Basili
et al., 1997; Hearst, 1991; Karov and Edelman, 1996; Mihalcea and Moldovan,
2001a; Yarowsky, 1995).
Another means to alleviate the need for hand-tagged data are parallel
corpora (Dagan et al., 1991; Dagan and Itai, 1994; Diab and Resnik, 2002;
Gale et al., 1992b; Ide et al., 2002; Ng et al., 2003). In a bilingual corpus,
word correspondences are identified and the translations are used as sense
tags. As noted by Ng et al. (2003), tying sense distinctions to the different
translations in a target language introduces a more “data-oriented” view of
sense distinction and also adds some more objectivity to defining senses—
although the choice of languages remains subjective and can have a major
influence on the objectivity achieved. Practical issues with an approach using
parallel corpora mainly include the size of the parallel corpus required and
the quality of the word alignment. Other problems with this method are the
limited coverage (words do not appear in the corpus or lack of examples for
secondary senses) and mutual ambiguity across languages. As more parallel
corpora become available, the coverage can be increased, but there is still no
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guarantee that all senses of a given word appear. Another problem, noted
in Diab and Resnik (2002), is that even though a word-sense combination
is translated with some consistency into a relatively small set of words in
the second language, that set of words rarely contains unambiguous words.
They therefore assume that words having the same translation at least share
a dimension of meaning if not the exact sense. Diab and Resnik use WordNet
as a sense inventory for the translations and an algorithm which reinforces
the correct sense of a word by the semantic similarity of other words with
which it shares those dimensions of meaning.
2.3 Information Sources
We will now present the different information sources or types of know-
ledge that can potentially be employed in a WSD system. These information
sources can be used in any WSD system, whether it is based on MRDs or the
like, corpora or a combination of approaches. In a probabilistic corpus-based
approach, this kind of knowledge is usually encoded as sets of features and
corresponding feature values.
In Agirre and Mart´ınez (2001), a comparison of WSD systems on the
basis of the information sources they employ is presented. The authors try
to evaluate the contribution of each knowledge type separately and to sys-
tematize the relation between desired knowledge types and approaches used.
The knowledge types deemed useful for WSD (based on Hirst (1987), McRoy
(1992) and their own research) are the following.









• Syntactic cues (subcategorization information)
• Semantic roles




Using the frequency of senses exploits the distribution of senses in a given
corpus, whereas PoS can serve as a first step to disambiguate between tokens
which have the same orthographic form, but different syntactic classes. Mor-
phological information is important to generalize over different morphological
instantiations of the same lemma, for instance. Disambiguation usually re-
lies heavily on context information, mostly collocational information, but
more abstract context information can also be useful for WSD. Taxonomical
organization refers to the classification of words in a hierarchy and the lexical-
semantic relationships holding between words (e.g. a cat is a kind of animal),
information on the situation and the topic place a given ambiguous word in a
broader context (e.g. if the word mouse is used in an office situation and the
topic is computer use, the most probable sense will be ‘computer tool’ and
not ‘animal’), and argument-head relations help identify strong disambigu-
ation clues (e.g. two words in a coordinate relationship like cat and mouse
usually share certain properties, in this case that they are both animals).
Subcategorization information specifies the valency of a verb which can, in
turn, be enough to disambiguate it. For example the verb drink is transit-
ive for the ‘take in liquids’ sense whereas it is intransitive for the ‘consume
alcohol’ sense(s). Semantic roles and selectional preferences encode similar
information. Consider the sentence “The cat chased the mouse”. The verb
chase can either refer to ‘the act of pursuing’ or to ‘chiseling’. The object of
chase fills the experiencer role, information which can be used to constrain
the possible senses of chase. At the same time, the object of chase is an-
imate which corresponds to the (selectional) preference of the ‘pursue’ sense
of chase for animate objects in contrast to the ‘chisel’ sense which prefers
inanimate objects. Domain information is used to constrain the considered
senses and seems to include valuable information (Magnini et al., 2002). We
will come back to this issue in section 9.2. Taking into account pragmatics
can help to solve problems related to general reasoning and discourse im-
plications such as in the example from Hirst (1987) where head needs to be
disambiguated: “Nadia swung the hammer at the nail, and the head flew
off”.
Traditionally, lexical knowledge bases (LKB) containing the desired know-
ledge listed above have been built mainly by hand (Kelly and Stone, 1975;
Hirst, 1987; McRoy, 1992). McRoy (1992), for instance, includes a lexicon
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(which contains information on PoS, morphology, subcategorization, and fre-
quency) and dynamic lexicons (domain information), a concept hierarchy
(containing a taxonomy, semantic roles, and selectional preferences), colloc-
ational patterns, and clusters of related definitions (to capture knowledge of
the situation and topic). A very impressive accomplishment if done by hand.
Unfortunately, so far no (semi-)automatic means have been found to build
such LKBs.
Agirre and Mart´ınez proceed to an evaluation of the contribution of each
knowledge type separately in a common setting: the English sense inventory
from WordNet 1.6 (Miller et al., 1990) and a test set from SemCor (Miller
et al., 1993). The authors conclude that algorithms based on hand-tagged
corpora perform best, a conclusion reached by many researchers in WSD.
Mostly two sets of features are distinguished when using ML algorithms
trained on hand-tagged corpora: local features which—according to the
authors—take into account local dependencies in the form of collocational
information, argument-head relations, and syntactic cues, as well as word
forms, lemmas or PoS, and global features such as a bag of lemmas or words6
in a large window and semantic properties related to situation and/or topic.7
Their results show that good indicators, if learned from hand-tagged cor-
pora, are the following information sources: frequency of senses, collocational
information, semantic word properties, syntactic cues, and selectional prefer-
ences. Semantic word properties regarding topic and situation provide good
cues, but are difficult to separate from each other, and argument-head rela-
tions work as a strong indicator if given as a sense-to-word relation. Taxo-
nomical information, on the other hand, is very weak. Selectional preferences
are reliable, but are not easily applied (see section 2.3.3 for a more detailed
discussion of the use of selectional preferences in WSD systems).
PoS, morphology, semantic roles, domain, and pragmatics have not been
tested at all.8 Agirre and Mart´ınez’s results seem to confirm McRoy’s findings
that collocational information and semantic word properties are the most
important knowledge types to consider for WSD, but syntactic cues seem to
be equally reliable. The authors conclude with the following remark:
6The notion of “bag” refers to the fact that the lemmas or words are considered in-
dependently of their position in the context, as an unordered set. Multiple entries are
possible.
7We do not quite agree with Agirre and Mart´ınez on the fact that situation and topic
are automatically included when a large context window is used. Also, we think it is
better to specifically include information about syntactic cues instead of relying on the
local features to inherently represent these dependencies, as will be shown in chapter 7.
8Recently, however, some of these knowledge sources have been integrated in WSD
modules (PoS in Gaustad (2003), morphology in Gaustad (2004) and Yarowsky (1994),
domain in Magnini et al. (2002)).
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“We think that future research directions should resort to all
available information sources, extending the set of features to
more informed features. Organizing the information sources a-
round knowledge types would allow for more powerful combina-
tions. [. . . ] Having a large number of knowledge types at hand
can be the key to success in this process.” (Agirre and Mart´ınez,
2001, p. 9)
Continuing in the same line, we have chosen to investigate the extent to
which a corpus-based supervised statistical WSD system for Dutch might
benefit from various sources of linguistic knowledge. We especially included
knowledge types that have not been tested in Agirre and Mart´ınez (2001),
such as PoS and morphological information, along with syntactic cues. Sev-
eral of these types of information sources will now be introduced in more
detail, starting with PoS information, then syntactic structure, followed by
selectional restrictions. Finally, a discussion of the combination and inter-
action of information sources, including several examples from the literature
will conclude section 2.3.
2.3.1 PoS Information
Since the beginning of research into WSD, it has been generally agreed that
morpho-syntactic disambiguation and sense disambiguation are to be treated
as two separate problems (see e.g. Kelly and Stone (1975)). This means that
for homographs with different PoS, morpho-syntactic disambiguation at the
same time performs sense disambiguation. Especially since the development
of accurate PoS-taggers, WSD has primarily focused on distinguishing senses
of words belonging to the same syntactic category.
However, Wilks and Stevenson (1998) argue that “part-of-speech ambi-
guity should be treated as part of the problem of word sense disambiguation”
(p. 136). Their general conclusion is that a majority of coarse-grained sense
distinctions can be resolved by knowing the word’s PoS. In their approach,
however, they disambiguate to the homograph level only. In the Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE), the senses of an ambiguous
word are grouped into sets of senses with related meanings, homographs, and
therefore disambiguating to the homograph level represents a less fine-grained
distinction than disambiguation to the sense level. In this case resolving PoS
ambiguity is indeed very narrowly tied to the problem of word sense disam-
biguation.
There are indisputably some similarities between PoS tagging and sense
tagging, but there are also marked contrasts. Kilgarriff (1998a) lists three ma-
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jor differences between the two. Syntactic tags used in PoS tagging have clear,
uncontested definitions, whereas, for sense tagging, there are no such general
categories. Every word has a new and different set of senses which, further-
more, depends on the particular dictionary employed. Secondly, “while PoS
tagging is one task, WSD is as many tasks as there are ambiguous words in
the lexicon” (p. 456). Also, the primary goal of PoS tagging can be seen to be
a preliminary to parsing. In the case of sense tagging, there is no single dom-
inant purpose for which the sense-tagged text will be used. It could be used
in lexicography, lexical acquisition, parsing, information retrieval, informa-
tion extraction, machine translation, etc. For all these tasks, it might be the
case that different sets of senses will be pertinent. All of these differences
make it much harder to concretely define sense tagging.
The Dutch WSD data available from Senseval-2 is ambiguous with re-
gard to senses and PoS. The strategy we decided on was to explicitly integrate
information on the PoS for each instance of an ambiguous word in our model,
following the reasoning that current PoS-taggers provide very reliable clas-
sifications. In order to test the intuition that high quality input is likely to
influence the final results of a complex system, several PoS-taggers were com-
pared extensively. First, the data was automatically tagged by the different
taggers and in a second step, the acquired information was integrated into
the feature model of the disambiguation algorithm. We reach the conclusion
that PoS information of the ambiguous word itself, as well as of the context
is a useful feature for WSD and yields improvements in performance (see
chapter 6 for more details).
2.3.2 Syntactic Structure
Not many approaches to WSD exist which use syntactic information, and the
ones that do exist have only been tried for English and no other languages.
Also, in most cases syntactic information is used in combination with an
ontology in order to reduce the need for sense-tagged data.
Li et al. (1995) explore the idea of using surface-syntactic analyses to-
gether with WordNet to disambiguate nouns in object position.9 The basic
idea is that the combination of the WordNet ontology and syntactic inform-
ation will minimize the need for other information sources. The semantic
similarity of words is defined on the basis of the WordNet IS-A hierarchy.
The disambiguation process itself makes use of the verbs that dominate noun
objects in a sentence, so called verb-noun pairs. Most of the system is based
9Only nouns in object position are considered for disambiguation, but according to the
authors it could easily be extended to nouns in other positions.
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on heuristic rules to reach a decision. The two main conclusions the authors
draw is that some verb contexts are not strong enough to limit the possible
senses of their noun objects to the correct sense and in some cases the mean-
ing obtained by the algorithm is suitable in the verbal context considered,
but not for the whole text.
Lin (1997, 2000) presents a way of defining local context as the syntactic
dependencies between words in a sentence. Instead of building separate clas-
sifiers for each word, past usages of other words are used to disambiguate the
current word, based on the hypothesis that “two different words are likely to
have similar meanings if they occur in identical local contexts” (Lin, 1997,
p. 64). The local context consists of dependency triples containing the type
of dependency relation of a given word, as well as word-frequency-likelihood
triples containing the frequency of a word in a particular local context and
the likelihood ratio of the context and the word. Disambiguation takes place
by finding words which appear in identical contexts as the target word and
then maximizing the similarity between all those words and the target word.
WordNet is used as a sense inventory and to derive the similarity. Lin’s main
conclusion is that defining local context in terms of dependency relations
instead of as surrounding words gives better results, especially when the size
of the training set is very small.
A more exhaustive discussion on the use of syntactic information in WSD
can be found in chapter 7. The results testing the use of dependency rela-
tions in our WSD system for Dutch clearly show that syntactic information
provides very useful disambiguation clues and leads to a significant increase
in performance.
2.3.3 Selectional Preferences
As we have mentioned above, selectional preferences are a good source of
information for WSD, but their applicability and availability is rather low.
Selectional preferences encode similar knowledge to argument-head relations,
but given in terms of semantic classes rather than plain words.
Agirre and Mart´ınez (2002) propose a method to make information about
the selectional preferences of words more generally available and accessible.
They present an algorithm for the integration of selectional preferences in
WordNet, extending existing selectional restriction learning methods from
word-to-class relations to class-to-class preferences. Precision rates on Sem-
Cor are about the same for both approaches, but recall significantly increases
with class-to-class preferences due to the better generalization and the higher
coverage achieved. Despite the efforts to include this kind of information in
WordNet, few systems make use of them in WSD.
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Resnik (1997) reports on an experiment to integrate a statistical model
of selectional preferences into an unsupervised WSD system. His main con-
clusion is:
“Although selectional preferences are widely viewed as an import-
ant factor in disambiguation, their practical broad-coverage ap-
plication appears limited—at least when disambiguating nouns—
because many verbs and modifiers simply do not select strongly
enough to make a significant difference.” (Resnik, 1997, p. 56)
Notwithstanding these rather negative results, research on WSD using se-
lectional preferences as a source of knowledge has been carried on. McCarthy
and Carroll (2003) present a detailed evaluation of integrating automatically
acquired selectional preferences in a WSD system for English. Their main
conclusion is that selectional preferences (in isolation) perform well in com-
parison with unsupervised systems, but additional information sources are
needed to achieve a more satisfactory level of accuracy and coverage.
2.3.4 Combination of Information Sources
“What is now needed is further comparative work to see the re-
lative strengths and weaknesses of different approaches and to
identify when and how complementary knowledge sources can be
combined.” (Carroll and McCarthy, 2000, p. 113)
Most WSD systems do not use a single source of information, but rather
rely on the combination of various features. Some attempts have been made
to identify particularly useful combinations of features. Ng and Lee (1996)
introduce a WSD system based on exemplar-based learning including PoS,
morphological form, a bag of context words found in the same sentence, local
collocational information, and verb-object syntactic relations (for ambiguous
nouns only). The system was tested on the “interest” corpus (Bruce and
Wiebe, 1994) and the DSO corpus (presented in Ng and Lee (1996) for the
first time).
An interesting feature used by Ng and Lee is the bag of context words or
“unordered set of surrounding words”: within the same sentence as the word
to be disambiguated all word tokens are considered candidate-keywords. For
a candidate to be chosen as keyword its conditional probability with respect
to a given sense of an ambiguous word and its frequency of occurrence has
to be greater than some predefined minimum. Also, a maximum number of
keywords allowed is set in order to select the most frequent keywords only.
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When testing their system on the two corpora, the authors separately
test the different knowledge sources employed. They conclude that local
collocational information yields the highest accuracy, followed by PoS and
morphology. Keywords do not work as well, maybe due to the fact that
only words within the same sentence (with an average length of 20 words)
were taken into account. Verb-object syntactic relations are the weakest
knowledge source because they are only applied in the case of ambiguous
nouns.
Stevenson and Wilks (2001) also investigate a system which uses a com-
bination of knowledge sources for WSD. They have chosen for a combination
of machine learning with a MRD to extract the necessary knowledge and
senses. Their main goal is to optimize the combination of types of lexical
knowledge.
The system works in three phases: pre-processing, disambiguation via
modules, and module combination. Pre-processing consists of tokenizing,
PoS tagging and sentence splitting. In a second step, named entities are
filtered out and treated by a separate process, shallow syntactic analysis is
performed, and lexical lookup from LDOCE is performed. Before applying
the actual disambiguation modules, a PoS filter is applied to the data, which
removes any senses which do not correspond to the PoS category of a given
(content) word. In combination with the lexical lookup from LDOCE this
means that “senses whose grammatical categories do not correspond to the
tag assigned are never attached to the ambiguous word” (p. 332).
Four WSD modules (all partial filters) are incorporated into the system:
dictionary definitions, subject codes, selectional restrictions, and a colloca-
tion extractor. To optimize the dictionary definition overlap simulated an-
nealing is applied (as described in section 2.2.1). Selectional restrictions are
used to reduce the number of senses considered or even to resolve the am-
biguity. LDOCE contains 36 non-hierarchically organized semantic codes
associated with senses. In order to capture the corresponding level of gen-
erality, Stevenson and Wilks organized these semantic codes in a hierarchy.
They also used a mapping between the named entities identified during pre-
processing and the semantic codes in combination with a shallow syntactic
parser (Stevenson, 1998) to build a preference resolution algorithm (which is
only applied to verbs and nouns since adverbs do not have semantic codes
in LDOCE). Words in the lexicon have to be categorized into subject areas
in order for the subject code algorithm (a re-implementation of Yarowsky
(1992)) to work. LDOCE contains pragmatic codes indicating the general
topic of a text in which a particular sense is most likely to be used. Only
about half of the senses in LDOCE are assigned a subject code. For the rest,
a dummy code was created to indicate no association with a specific topic.
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All these disambiguation modules were then combined in TiMBL (Daele-
mans et al., 2002b), an exemplar-based machine learning package. Each sense
which had not yet been removed by the PoS filter is being presented to the
system by a separate feature vector. The WSD system was evaluated on
a combination corpus of SemCor and Sensus, with an underlying mapping
from SemCor WordNet senses to LDOCE senses. The results were compared
to the frequency baseline (30.9%) and to the average polysemy, i.e. the num-
ber of possible senses we can expect for each ambiguous word in the corpus
(14.62). It must be noted that this system can mark more than one sense
as correct for a particular token—a side-effect of the one-to-many mapping
between WordNet and LDOCE senses. The performance is evaluated using
an exact match metric with a twist (since more than one sense can be tagged
as correct): The score of a token is computed by dividing the number of cor-
rect senses identified by the total it returns. If we have one sense per word,
the scoring then corresponds to 1 if the sense returned is correct, and 0 oth-
erwise. At sense level, the system performed at 90% accuracy, at homograph
level (a more coarse-grained evaluation) at 94%.
In order to get a better idea of the contribution of each knowledge source,
the output of each knowledge source (dictionary definitions, selectional pref-
erences, subject codes) is checked against the correct sense. If more than
one sense is assigned the first (i.e. most frequent) sense is chosen. Subject
codes work best, followed by dictionary definitions and then selectional pref-
erences. Selectional preferences work very well for verbs which seem to have
the strongest selectional restrictions (similar conclusion to Resnik (1997)).
What emerges clearly from the results is that the combination of partial tag-
gers yields better results than the partial taggers independently. This means
that the combination of orthogonal information sources is useful. Preiss
(2004a,b) reaches the same conclusion for a system which combines various
modules using Bayes rule.
Lee and Ng (2002) present a systematic investigation of the interaction
of knowledge sources and supervised machine learning algorithms for WSD
tested on the Senseval-1 and Senseval-2 English lexical sample data set.
Four types of information sources were tested in their contribution to disam-
biguation accuracy: PoS of the ambiguous word w itself and of ±3 neigh-
boring words (within the same sentence), single words or keywords in their
morphological root form in all the surrounding context provided (no stop
words, numbers or punctuation mark), local collocations (within the same
sentence) of ±3 words left and right, and syntactic relations in the form of
the head word and its PoS related to the ambiguous word and (depending on
the PoS of w) voice and/or relative position of the head word. The learning
algorithms tested unfortunately do not include maximum entropy classific-
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ation. The authors test Support Vector machines, AdaBoost with decision
stumps, naive Bayes, and decision trees using the Weka implementation
(Witten and Eibe, 2000).
Lee and Ng conclude that there is no single, universally best information
source since information sources and machine learning algorithms interact
and influence each other. Also, different algorithms react differently to fea-
ture selection. It is shown, however, that for most algorithms a combination
of information sources gives a better performance than a single source of
information.
2.4 Problem of Evaluation
Evaluation is an important matter within the discipline of NLP in general,
and in WSD in particular. To evaluate means to compare the results of a
particular system with what is seen as correct solution to the problem at
stake. Evaluation can either be intrinsic, i.e. with respect to a gold standard
defined in terms of the task itself, or extrinsic, i.e. in which the performance
of an entire application (containing WSD as a sub-component) is measured.
We will first elaborate on the more widely used intrinsic evaluation of WSD
systems, and will then proceed to a brief description of application-oriented
evaluation.
In WSD, sense-tagged corpora are needed as gold standards for (intrinsic)
evaluation. So far, reliable evaluation data can only be produced through
hand-annotation which is very time and expertise-intensive as well as depend-
ent on the skills of the annotator(s). Gale et al. (1992a) review early WSD
programs and present an extensive discussion of WSD evaluation. They note
that the difficulty of the disambiguation task depends on the word chosen
and to assess the real performance of WSD programs, they have to be tested
on a random sample of a language. They also introduce the upper and lower
bounds for a WSD system which are still standardly used nowadays. The
upper bound is defined by the agreement between human judges whereas the
lower bound is found by the accuracy when always choosing the most frequent
sense.10
Kilgarriff (1998a) thoroughly discusses the production of Gold Standard
datasets, vital for evaluation. His main point is that high standards of replic-
ability can be achieved if the dictionary providing the sense inventory as well
as the human taggers are chosen with care. In order to measure the quality
10For unsupervised systems, the lower bound is computed by randomly assigning a sense
to each occurrence of an ambiguous word instead, since these systems do not have any
information about the distribution of senses beforehand.
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of the hand-annotated text, inter-tagger agreement (ITA) has been estab-
lished. This measure compares the compatibility of human judgments on
the tagged data and allows to identify difficult sense distinctions at the same
time. Bruce and Wiebe (1998) tested the ITA (or Inter-Coder Agreement as
they called it) of five human judges on their “interest” corpus (Bruce and
Wiebe, 1994) in order to find a way to adapt the initial sense tags to a refined
and more reliable set of categories. Cohen’s (1960) κ measure, a coefficient
of agreement, was applied to evaluate inter-coder reliability which, in turn,
was used to adapt the original sense tag set, e.g. conflating two tags based
on the judgments. Bruce and Wiebe conclude that while their procedure
provides researchers with a refined set of senses using the valuable informa-
tion provided by manual annotations, it also, in the process, establishes the
upper bound, i.e. the agreement among human judges.11
As we have mentioned before in section 2.1, another difficulty of evalu-
ating WSD systems is the question of the sense inventory, specifically which
senses to assign and at what level of granularity. If two WSD systems use
different sense inventories there is no basis on which to compare their per-
formance. In the same way, results on different test data sets can hardly
be compared. The use of different additional information sources in various
systems does not facilitate comparison either.
Resnik and Yarowsky (1997) restarted the issue of evaluation in WSD—
which eventually led to Senseval (see section 2.4.1). Their main observa-
tions were that WSD evaluation is not standardized, different tasks (might)
require different WSD approaches, decent sized sense-tagged data sets do
not exist, and that the WSD field is just beginning to focus on which ap-
proaches work and which do not. Based on these observations they made
four proposals.
1. Adapt the evaluation criterion from counting only exact hits to an
alternative scheme giving a positive score to any reduction in ambiguity.
2. Introduce different penalties for minor and gross errors.
3. Set up a common framework for testing and evaluation through pro-
ducing a gold standard corpus.
4. Use a multilingual sense inventory in the sense that, if two meanings of
a word are sufficiently different to receive different translations, their
meaning should be treated as distinct senses.
11Testing the observer differences or bias for five judges on the six senses of interest, κ
ranged between 0.821 and 0.977, with κ = 0 meaning chance agreement and κ = 1 perfect
agreement.
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In Resnik and Yarowsky (1999) an extended version of their 1997 paper in
the light of the Senseval-1 exercise can be found including an additional
study on translingually motivated sense inventories (see section 2.1).
The trend for proper evaluation is continued with the special issue of Nat-
ural Language Engineering 2002 on evaluating WSD systems. Edmonds and
Kilgarriff (2002) stress the importance of evaluation in order to explain the
fact that even though state-of-the-art WSD systems perform better than the
baseline, recent improvements appear quite small. They also state that “[t]he
evaluation of WSD has turned out to be as difficult as designing systems in
the first place” (p. 279).
Lately, a more application-oriented definition of evaluation is being taken
into account. If it were made explicit from the start for which particular
NLP application WSD was needed, it would make the task itself clearer and
would therefore also help achieve thorough evaluation. Different approaches
to disambiguation might prove successful in different areas, such as IR, MT,
or parse selection. Vossen et al. (1999b) report on using a WSD module in
IR, stressing the importance of evaluating WSD systems on concrete tasks.
“Although the Agirre-Rigau algorithm (Agirre and Rigau, 1996)
performs much worse than the First Sense heuristic in terms of
WSD accuracy, it gives slightly better results for IR, as it just
filters the most unlikely senses. This is experimental evidence
in favor of evaluating WSD algorithms within concrete tasks, in
addition to general-purpose evaluations such as the Senseval
one.” (Vossen et al., 1999b, p. 89)
2.4.1 Senseval: A Common Evaluation Framework
A first attempt within WSD to setup a common task for several systems in
order to allow for evaluation is Senseval. Senseval-1, held in 1998, was
“the first open, community-based evaluation exercise for WSD programs”
in which 18 systems participated (Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig, 2000; Kilgar-
riff and Palmer, 2000). The setup allowed for supervised and unsupervised
systems to participate, and included a coarse and fine-grained level of sense
distinctions.
Several choices regarding task design, corpus and dictionary used had to
be made. The task was chosen to be a lexical sample task which means that
only a (small) set of previously chosen ambiguous words is disambiguated. An
all words approach, in contrast, would mean annotating all ambiguous (con-
tent) words in a given corpus. The Hector lexical database (Atkins, 1993)
was chosen for corpus and dictionary since this database had not been widely
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used in WSD before and was readily available. The results of Senseval-1
showed the state-of-the-art for supervised (fine-grained) WSD to be 78% cor-
rect. Unfortunately, no precise results on unsupervised systems are reported.
It is only stated that for unsupervised systems “scores were both lower and
more variable” (although of the 18 participating systems 10 were supervised
and 8 were unsupervised).
After the success of Senseval-1, Senseval-2 was started in 2000, broad-
ening the task to different languages, to a choice between lexical or all words
disambiguation, as well as to a more flexible framework (See Edmonds and
Cotton (2001) for an overview).12
The results for the Senseval-2 English lexical sample task show a much
lower state-of-the-art disambiguation rate for supervised (fine-grained) WSD,
namely 64% correct. This amounts to a drop in performance of around 14%
in comparison to the Senseval-1 results. According to Kilgarriff (2001), the
difference is due to the different lexicon. For the Senseval-2 English task,
WordNet was used as sense inventory. This choice was motivated by the fact
that WordNet is very widely used (not only in WSD) and has become almost
a de facto standard. The biggest drawback with using WordNet, however, is
that some of the sense distinctions are not clear and/or well-motivated due
to the fact that WordNet is organized around groups of words with similar
meanings (so called synsets), and not around words (as in a dictionary), and
it is generally more-fine-grained than the Hector lexicon used in Senseval-
1. Also, WordNet was not constructed by trained lexicographers. If the sense
distinctions are not clear to start with, the task of disambiguating is obviously
more difficult which explains the lower results.
In the context of Senseval-2, the first sense-tagged corpus for Dutch was
made available (see chapter 4 for a detailed description) which underlines the
importance of Senseval for this project. After the release of the data, new
experiments have been conducted using real ambiguous words (see chapters 4
ff.)—in contrast to the preliminary experiments on pseudowords presented
in chapter 3.
In 2004, Senseval-3 has been held using the same setup as in Senseval-
2 for different languages (all words and lexical sample tasks) additionally en-
larging the competition with a few new, more application-oriented tasks (such
as automatic subcategorization acquisition (Preiss and Korhonen, 2004),
WSD of WordNet glosses (Litkowski, 2004b) or automatic labeling of se-
mantic roles (Litkowski, 2004a)). Unfortunately, no Dutch task was included
due to the low interest in Dutch during Senseval-2.
12The data for various languages is available from http://www.senseval.org.
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2.5 General Approach
The research question that we try to answer in this thesis is: Does the
addition of linguistic knowledge improve a word sense disambiguation system
for Dutch? We mainly investigate which kinds of linguistic knowledge, in
isolation as well as in combination, increase the number of correctly sense-
tagged ambiguous words. To that end, we combine statistical parameter
estimation techniques (in the form of naive Bayes and maximum entropy)
with linguistic cues of different orders which are extracted from the sense-
tagged corpus or added during pre-processing. In terms of the categorization
presented at the beginning of this chapter, we implemented a WSD module
based on the use of a sense-tagged corpus (corpus-based and supervised)
using a probabilistic classifier to achieve disambiguation.
Supervised WSD algorithms need sense-tagged data for training and, es-
pecially, for evaluation. An alternative method that has been proposed is the
use of pseudowords, artificially created ambiguous words. To test whether
pseudowords might be a substitute for using annotated data, we compared
the task of disambiguating real ambiguous words and pseudowords. Our res-
ults show that these two tasks are not comparable. Assigning correct sense
distinctions to pseudowords is easier than disambiguating real ambiguous
words which means that pseudowords are not a good substitute for sense-
tagged data to evaluate the performance of WSD algorithms. Following these
results, we continued our research using the publicly available Senseval-2
data for Dutch.
A first source of information is the context surrounding each ambiguous
word, undeniably a very important feature and employed by most existing
WSD systems. Using context as the only source of knowledge, our maximum
entropy disambiguation system already clearly outperforms the frequency
baseline. Also, we have found that a small context window of three words to
either side of an ambiguous word provides enough and more precise inform-
ation than bigger context sizes.
Since we are working on Dutch, a more heavily inflected language than
English, it seemed useful to integrate morphological knowledge into our WSD
system as well, a rather novel feature in WSD. This information is employed
to group all inflectional variants of a given word together and thereby gen-
eralize the clues available to the statistical classification algorithm. As our
results in chapter 5 show, this technique decidedly improves WSD for a mod-
erately inflected language like Dutch. Further improvement can probably be
expected when applying this method to languages with even more inflection.
We also tested the integration of syntactic knowledge in the form of PoS
and dependency relations. Due to the format of our data where sense distinc-
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tions were not separated according to syntactic class, PoS of the ambiguous
word proved to be valuable evidence for our system. In addition, the PoS of
the surrounding context improves the performance of our WSD system for
Dutch, a fact only shown for English previously (Hoste et al., 2002a; Lee and
Ng, 2002). Deep linguistic knowledge in the form of dependency relations
in isolation as well as in combination with other features further ameliorates
disambiguation accuracy, yielding the best results on the tuning data. By
testing various feature models, we also found that PoS in context and de-
pendency relations can be seen as similar sources of information. This means
that if no parsing output is available, PoS of the context can be used as a
(albeit less informative) substitute for deep linguistic information.
Finally, we applied the best model found during tuning to the test data.
Our results show that syntactic knowledge is beneficial for WSD and that
especially the integration of deep linguistic knowledge, such as dependency
relations, markedly improves disambiguation accuracy. Moreover, the com-
bination of orthogonal information sources yields the best results.
To summarize, our model reflects the current trend in WSD research to
investigate different information sources. In this thesis, we report on exper-
iments systematically investigating the influence of different sources of lin-
guistic information on disambiguation accuracy for a less studied language,
i.e. Dutch. We also include linguistic sources of knowledge which have not
extensively been tested for WSD before, such as morphological information
and PoS (in context), in combination with syntactic cues. Each knowledge
type is tested and evaluated independently in order to assess its value for
WSD. Our main goal is to determine the relative contribution of each in-
formation source in the context of our WSD system for Dutch and which
combination of linguistic cues works best.
